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Actions since ICG-9 (2014) (1/2)

- Recommendation 11, « Finalization and publication of templates on geodetic and timing references »
  - One template submitted (EGNOS) see report by J. Delporte (4.3)
  - See also short report by G. Petit (4.2.5)

- Recommendation 16, « Information on the works related to the proposed redefinition of UTC »
  - Meetings in 2015, next WRC-15, See short report by G. Petit (4.2.6)

- Recommendation 19, « Official provision of a rapid UTC (UTCr) by the BIPM »
  - Official weekly publication. See short report by G. Petit (4.2.3)
Actions since ICG-9 (2014) (2/2)

- Recommendation 20, « BIPM publication of [UTC-GNSS times] and [UTC-UTC(k)\_GNSS] »
  - CCTF recommendation (2015) See report (4.2.1)
  - Evolution of Circular T See report (4.2.3)

- Recommendation 21, « Monitoring offsets between GNSS System Times »
  - See report by E. Powers (4.4)